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Abstract
Bacteria experience changes in their environment and have developed various strategies to respond accordingly. To
accommodate environmental changes, certain bacteria differentiate between specialized cell types. Vibrio parahaemolyticus
is a marine bacterium, a worldwide human pathogen and the leading agent of seafood-borne gastroenteritis. It exists as
swimmer or swarmer cells, specialized for life in liquid and on solid environments, respectively. Swarmer cells are
characteristically highly elongated—a morphology important for swarming behavior. When attached to surfaces it forms
swarm colonies, however, it is not known how cells within swarming populations respond to changes in the external milieu
and how its distinct life cycle influences its ecological dissemination. The worldwide distribution of V. parahaemolyticus
accentuates the need for understanding the factors contributing to its dissemination. Here we determine the stage-wise
development of swarm colonies and show how the swarm colony architecture fluctuates with changing environmental
conditions. Swarm colonies act as a continuous source of cells that are released from the swarm colony into the environment.
Surprisingly, the cell length distribution of released cells was very homogenous and almost no long cells were detected,
indicating that swarmer cells are not released into the liquid environment but stay surface attached during flooding. Released
cells comprise a distinct cell type that is morphologically optimized for swimming behavior and is capable of spreading in
the liquid environment and attach to new surfaces. Release of this distinct cell type facilitates the dissemination of
V. parahaemolyticus in the environment and likely influences the ecology of this bacterium.

Introduction

The marine environment is an important source of pathogenic
bacteria worldwide. Importantly, certain bacterial pathogens
can cause disease outbreaks depending on the environmental
conditions. Thus, it is essential to understand what factors
influence the dissemination of pathogens in the environment.
An excellent example is Vibrio parahaemolyticus, which is a
Gram-negative halophilic bacterium that is indigenous to

marine, estuarine, and coastal areas. It is often found in a free
swimming state in liquid environments and in a sessile state
when it occupies surfaces. In its sessile state it is found
attached both to inert and animate surfaces such as zoo-
plankton, fish, and shellfish [1, 2]. The incidence of
V. parahaemolyticus is highest in estuarine or coastal areas of
the world oceans rather than in offshore sea [3–6]. Impor-
tantly, V. parahaemolyticus is recognized as the leading agent
of seafood-borne acute gastroenteritis worldwide [2, 7].

V. parahaemolyticus has an intricate life cycle that depends
on its environmental conditions. Particularly, in liquid envir-
onments it exits as a short motile cell that is propelled by a
single polar flagellum. However, when it attaches to solid
surfaces, V. parahaemolyticus possesses the ability to induce
a distinct differentiation program, which allows it to adapt to
changes in its environment and colonize solid surfaces by
means of swarm motility [1, 8–12]. One of the first steps in
swarmer differentiation is inhibition of cell division, resulting
in highly elongated rod-shaped filamentous swarmer cells
(Fig. 1a). A second major change during swarmer differ-
entiation is the expression of a secondary independent
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flagellum system—the laf system, which is specifically
expressed in cells that have initiated the swarm program. This
results in the production of a multitude of lateral flagella along
the length of the cell that are important for its swarming
behavior and rapid surface colonization.

Within swarm colonies there are differences in cell size
according to the position of cells within a swarm colony. In
the periphery of the swarm colony, cells assemble into flares
that extend outward from the colony and cells are stacked in
a few layers only. In the center of the swarm colony cells
are stacked in multiple layers and are generally considerably
shorter than cells in the flares [13–15]. Cell elongation is
important for proper swarming behavior and the elongation
phenotype is usually higher for species that navigate across
a hard agar surface [16–20]. However, it is not clear if the
difference between the cells in the center and in the per-
iphery of a V. parahaemolyticus swarm colony is merely in
regard to their morphology or if swarm colonies truly exists
of distinct zonal regions of cells with different develop-
mental expression profiles. Particularly, the development
and differentiation of swarm colonies is unknown. More-
over, it is not known how V. parahaemolyticus cells within
swarm colony populations respond to changes in the
external milieu—particularly during fluctuations of flooding
and non-flooding conditions, which is characteristic of the
tidal rhythms found in estuarine areas—a common habitat
for V. parahaemolyticus. Indeed, there have been reports
suggesting that the level of V. parahaemolyticus in the
water depends on the tide, suggesting that cells could be
released from surfaces into the liquid surroundings [21, 22].
However, the release of surface attached cells into liquid
environments have remained unexplored for V. para-
haemolyticus—and for swarm colonies in general.

Furthermore, the worldwide prevalence and distribution of
V. parahaemolyticus gastroenteritis cases emphasizes the
need for understanding how this bacterium spreads in the
environment and how its distinct life cycle influences its
ecological dissemination. Our aim was to investigate these
outstanding questions and we therefore analyzed the impor-
tance of swarm colony development and architecture on the
dissemination of V. parahaemolyticus in the environment. We
show that swarm colony development and differentiation
follows a specific stage-wise progress that is divided into four
stages. This ultimately results in a mature swarm colony with
a highly structured architecture that consists of specific groups
of cells of distinct differentiation states and properties.
Importantly, we identify a distinct, highly swimming and
chemotaxis proficient cell type, that is released from swarm
colonies during colony flooding events. This cell type is
morphologically different from elongated swarmer cells,
which remain surface attached. Release of this cell type from
swarm colonies facilitates the dissemination of V. para-
haemolyticus during fluctuations in the external environment.
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Fig. 1 Cells are released from flooded swarm colonies into their liquid
surroundings. a Schematic showing the developmental life cycle of
V. parahaemolyticus. Figure adapted and edited from [15]. b Graph
showing the number (CFU/mL) of released cells into the liquid phase
of flooded swarm colonies as a function of time (filled triangles).
Graph showing number of cells (CFU/20 mg of chitin) that have
attached to chitin surfaces as a function of time during flooding of
swarm colonies (filled black circles). c Cells released from flooded
swarm colonies were collected and their ability to attach to chitin was
measured as a function of time. Graphs show the number of cells
(CFU) in the liquid phase (filled triangles) and cells attached to chitin
(filled circles) as a function of time. b, c Error bars indicate standard
error of the mean (SEM) and are based on three independent biological
replicates
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Materials and methods

Growth conditions and media

In all experiments, unless otherwise stated, V. para-
haemolyticus and E. coli were grown in LB medium or on LB
agar plates at 37 °C containing antibiotics in the following
concentrations: 100 μg/mL ampicillin, 5 μg/mL chlor-
amphenicol for V. parahaemolyticus and 20 μg/mL chlor-
amphenicol for E. coli.

Strains and plasmids

The strains and plasmids used in this study are listed in
Tables S1 and S2, respectively. Primers used are listed in
Table S3. E. coli strains DH5αλpir and SM10λpir were used
for cloning. E. coli strain SM10λpir was used to transfer
DNA into V. parahaemolyticus by conjugation [23]. Con-
struction of V. parahaemolyticus insertions were performed
with standard allele exchange techniques using derivatives
of plasmid pDM4 [24]. Plasmid construction is described in
detail in Supplementary information.

Microscopy

For imaging of swarmer cells from the center and periphery
of swarm colonies, samples were prepared essentially as
described previously [25, 26]. Particularly, for imaging of
swarmer cells from the periphery, a swarming assay was
performed and the edge of the swarm colony was excised
from the swarm agar. This piece of swarming agar was then
immediately transferred onto a microscope agarose slide
with the cells facing the agarose pad. This imprints the
swarming cells onto the agarose pad. After ~30 s, the agar
piece was carefully removed from the agarose pad and a
cover slip was mounted on top and cells immediately ana-
lyzed by microscopy. For imaging cells from the center of
the swarm colony, cells were also imprinted but had to be
spread over the agarose in order to get a single layer of cells
before a cover slip was added. For imaging cells released
from a swarm colony, PBS+ 1.5% NaCl was gently poured
into a swarming plate and after 30 min the liquid was col-
lected using a pipette. Cells were harvested, resuspended in
PBS, and 1 μL was spotted on 1% agarose in PBS on
the microscopy slide and mounted with the cover slip. In the
control experiment to test for how incubation in release
buffer influences the cell size distribution of cells from the
center and periphery of the swarm colony, cells from center
and periphery, respectively, were scrapped off with an
inoculation loop and resuspended into 100 μL of PBS. After
30 min incubation, 1 μL was spotted on 1% agarose in PBS
on the microscopy slide and mounted with the cover slip
and samples were immediately analyzed by microscopy.

More details on microscopy methods can be found in
the Supplementary information.

Release assay and chitin attachment experiment

In this assay, three individual swarming plates of 92 mm
diameter were used for each time point. Swarm colonies
were prepared from the same liquid culture and presented
the same size. Chitin flakes of ≈20 mg were added around a
swarm colony and 10 mL PBS 1.5% NaCl were poured
gently into each swarm agar plate. Cells released into the
PBS and cells attached to the chitin flakes were collected at
0, 30, 60 and 90 min after adding PBS to the swarm agar
plates. To calculate the number of released cells 100 μL was
collected from the plate, and serial dilutions were plated for
CFU (per mL) determination. To calculate the amount of
cells attached to chitin, the chitin flakes were collected in a
2 mL tube and washed gently three times with 1 mL of PBS
1.5% NaCl. Chitin flakes were then resuspended in 100 μL
of PBS 1.5% NaCl and serial dilutions were plated for CFU
(per 20 mg of chitin) determination.

Flooding assay

Twenty-five mL of PBS 1.5% NaCl were gently poured into
a 150 mm swarming plate and after 30 min the liquid was
very gently collected using a pipette. After letting the plates
open to dry for 4 h at RT, the plates were kept at non-
swarming conditions—open at 24 °C. After another 18 hrs
the plates were sealed and incubated at 24 °C for an addi-
tional 24 h during swarming conditions. At least three bio-
logical replicates were performed. Cells were then collected
for microscopy as previously described [25, 26].

Chemotaxis assay

To collect cells from liquid growth, over-night cultures of V.
parahaemolyticus wild type and ΔcheW strains were sub-
cultured to an initial OD600 of ~0.05 in 5 mL of LB and
were grown at 37 °C until they reached an OD600 of 1.
Released cells were collected as described above. The final
OD600 was normalized between the two strains, wild type
and ΔcheW, and samples were distributed in three technical
replicates. Chemotaxis assays were then performed essen-
tially as described in [27].

Differential expression analyses

To determine differentially regulated proteins in a comparison
set between two conditions, a Studentʼs t test was performed
(FDR 1% and S0= 0.2) and a twofold regulation cut-off was
further applied. The ratio of the protein intensities between
two conditions was shown in log2. Clustering of individual
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protein sets was performed using five clusters and Euclidean
distance. Heat maps and clustering were generated using the
Perseus computational platform.

Results

Cells are released from flooded swarm colonies into
their liquid surroundings

In order to understand how changing environments influ-
ence V. parahaemolyticus cells within swarm colonies we
analyzed if cells are released from flooded swarm colonies
into the environment. V. parahaemolyticus swarm colonies
were very gently flooded with buffer for 90 min and the
amount of bacteria in the liquid phase was analyzed.
Importantly, we could detect high amounts of bacteria in the
liquid phase (9.4E7 ± 3.6E7 bacterial cells per mL), sug-
gesting that V. parahaemolyticus cells are released from
swarm colonies into the liquid surroundings. To make sure
that cells present in the liquid phase did not only originate
from the initial flooding of the swarm colony, we performed
a time-course experiment, where we measured the amount
bacteria present in the liquid phase as a function of time
(Fig. 1b). Indeed, there was a time-dependent accumulation
of cells in the liquid surroundings (Fig. 1b), showing that V.
parahaemolyticus cells are released from flooded swarm
colonies into their liquid surroundings.

Release of cells from swarm colonies facilitates
dissemination of V. parahaemolyticus in the
environment and its reattachment to new
submerged surfaces

To test if cells released from the swarm colony into the
liquid environment were able to spread and reattach to new
solid surfaces, we measured the ability of released cells to
attach to submerged chitin flakes over time. Indeed, there
was a time-course dependent increase in chitin-attached
cells that correlated with the increase in released cells into
the liquid surroundings (Fig. 1b). To further analyze the
efficiency by which released cells are able to spread in the
environment and attach to chitin, we collected released cells
and transferred them to a new test tube. We then added
chitin flakes and followed attachment and presence of
planktonic cells over time—this allowed us to assay for
attachment efficiency of released cells without the con-
tinuous contribution from the release of cells from swarm
colonies. Indeed, there was a time-dependent increase in the
amount of chitin-attached cells (Fig. 1c). These experiments
further confirm that cells released from flooded swarm
colonies have a high ability to spread in the environment
and reattach to new surfaces such as chitin.

Elongated swarmer cells remain surface attached
and only a short-cell type is released during swarm
colony flooding

As swarm colonies primarily consist of short cells in the
center and fully morphologically differentiated elongated
cells in the periphery, one could expect a heterogeneous
population of released cells. Thus, we analyzed the cell
lengths and cell length distribution of released cells and
compared them to that of cells from the center and periphery
of swarm colonies and to that of planktonic cells. As
expected, cells in the center were short with little variance in
size while cells from the periphery were highly elongated
and importantly showed a high variance in their cell length
distribution (Fig. 2a–c). However, surprisingly, the cell
length distribution of released cells was very homogenous
and almost no long cells were detected (Fig. 2a–c). Thus,
showing that long swarmer cells are not released into the
liquid environment, but instead remain surface attached
during flooding events. Importantly, released cells were on
average also significantly different in their cell length dis-
tribution from cells found in the center of the swarm colony
and they were most similar in size to planktonic cells
(Fig. 2a–c). To test if incubation in our release buffer could
influence the cell length during the course of the release
experiment, we analyzed the cell length of cells collected
from the center and periphery of swarm colonies, respec-
tively, subsequent to their incubation in release buffer and
compared these with the cell length of released cells. Again,
released cells were significantly different in their average
cell length and cell length variance, when compared with
cells from the center or the periphery of swarm colonies
after incubation in release buffer (Fig. 2b, c). Altogether,
these experiments show that cells released from swarm
colonies are significantly different in size from the two
types of cells generally found in the center and periphery of
swarm colonies, respectively, suggesting that released cells
comprise a different cell type.

Cells released from swarm colonies comprise a
distinct cell type

We next analyzed how cells released from swarm colonies
into the liquid environment are related to the populations
found within mature colonies. Particularly, we performed
proteomic analysis of cells from the center (C) and cells
from the flares in the periphery (P) of swarm colonies and
compared these to that of cells released into the liquid
environment (R) (Fig. 3a–c). Strikingly, the results
showed that released cells have a proteomic profile dis-
tinct from both cells in the center (Fig. 3a, b) and the
periphery (Fig. 3a, c) of swarm colonies. However,
regardless of these significant differences, the released
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cells were more similar to cells from the center of the
swarm colony when compared with those found in the
periphery (Fig. 3b, c), thus suggesting that released cells
likely originate from this part of mature swarm colonies.
In addition, we compared released cells to planktonic cells
continually cultivated in liquid medium (L), and inter-
estingly the results showed that released cells also are
highly different from planktonic cells on the proteomic
level (Fig. 3a, d). Thus, showing that not only are released
cells morphologically different from cells in the center
and periphery of swarm flares (Fig. 2a–c), but also display
a distinct proteomic profile specific to this cell type and
different from both center, periphery, and planktonic
cells. Interestingly, regarding the levels of proteins
belonging to the type VI secretion system 1 (T6SS1),
released cells contain much higher expression of these

proteins when compared with planktonic cells (Fig. 3e).
The fold change of the T6SS1 proteins is slightly positive
when comparing to cells from the center. Furthermore,
five proteins related to oxidative stress were always found
to be upregulated in released cells (Fig. S1, Table S4).
Altogether, this shows that cells released from the swarm
colony into liquid environments are different both mor-
phologically and proteome wise compared with cells from
the center and colony periphery, respectively. Thus,
indicating that released cells comprise a distinct cell type.

Cells released from swarm colonies are highly
swimming proficient

Since our results show that released cells from swarm
colonies are very proficient in spreading in liquid
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environments (Fig. 1b), we analyzed the swimming poten-
tial of released cells compared with that of cells obtained
from the swarm colony periphery and that of planktonic
cells. Particularly, we performed single-cell analysis and
measured the swimming speed and displacement of indi-
vidual cells as a function of cell length. The results very
clearly showed that the swimming proficiency was cell
length dependent. We observed both highly motile and
nonmotile cells. Importantly, all highly motile cells were all
shorter than 5 µm in length, while cells longer than 5 µm in
length almost showed no swimming behavior and a sig-
nificantly reduced swimming speed and displacement
compared with short cells—independent of the origin of the
cell within the swarm colony (Fig. 4a). Importantly, cells
released from the swarm colony almost all possessed a
length that correlated with a high swimming proficiency
and resembled planktonic cells in respect of swimming
ability—thus, showing that cells released from swarm
colonies are highly swimming proficient (Fig. 4a).

Cells released from swarm colonies chemotax
toward the chitin component N-acetylglucosamine

Chitin, a derivative of glucose, is a long-chain polymer of
the monosaccharide N-acetylglucosamine (GlcNAc). It is
one of the primary components of the exoskeleton of
crustaceans such as crabs, lobsters and shrimps, and the
scales of fish. Thus, as our results show that cells released
from swarm colonies are able to spread in their new liquid
surroundings and subsequently reattach to chitin surfaces,
we tested the ability of released cells to perform chemotaxis
towards the chitin component GlcNAc and compared it with
that of planktonic cells. As a negative control we included a
strain deleted for the chemotaxis protein CheW (ΔcheW),
which is defective in chemotactic behavior [26]. Planktonic
cells showed a clear positive chemotactic response toward
GlcNAc, while no chemotactic response was detected for
strain ΔcheW (Fig. 4b). Thus, showing that V. para-
haemolyticus RIMD 2210633 is able to sense and elicit a
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chemotactic response toward GlcNAc and thus that this
chitin compound serves as a chemotactic attractant for V.
parahaemolyticus. Importantly, similar to planktonic cells,
released cells from flooded swarm colonies also displayed a
positive chemotactic response toward GlcNAc (Fig. 4b).
Thus, not only are cells released from swarm colonies
highly swimming proficient, but they also possess the
ability to perform chemotaxis toward an important nutrient
source of V. parahaemolyticus (GlcNAc/chitin) in its
environment.

A distinct regional architecture of mature swarm
colonies

To further understand the function that released cells have
on the spread of V. parahaemolyticus in the environment,
we set out to analyze swarm colony development and how
the swarm colony architecture depends on fluctuations in
the external environment—e.g. such as flooding. To address
this, we initially set out to define the swarm colony archi-
tecture and development. Particularly, we performed
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proteomic analysis on cells collected from the center and
periphery of swarm colonies (Fig. 5a). From the 2077
identified proteins, 1182 were found differentially altered,
including 977 downregulated and 205 upregulated in
swarmer cells from the periphery compared with cells from
the center of the colony (Fig. 5a, Table S5). Interestingly,
the majority of lateral flagella proteins were found to be
significantly upregulated in the periphery cells, when
compared with cells from the center, consistent with per-
iphery cells also showing clear swarmer morphology
(Fig. 5a in red, Table S5). These results show that not only

are there morphological differences, but also significant
changes in the protein expression profiles of cells depending
on an individual cell’s position within swarm colonies. To
further analyze how distinct these regions are within colo-
nies, we undertook a microscopy-based approach. Particu-
larly, we transcriptionally fused the two fluorescent proteins
sfGFP and mCherry, respectively, to promoters of genes
encoding proteins that based on our proteomics results were
upregulated in the center (vp1343) and in the periphery
(lafA) of the colony—strain CF36 (Pvp1343::t7, Pt7::sfGFP,
PlafA::mCherry). Consistent with the proteomics results, the
fluorescence microscopy showed a clear and distinct dif-
ference in expression profiles between cells from the center
and the periphery (Fig. 5b). Particularly, sfGFP and
mCherry expression was almost completely restricted to the
center and periphery of the colony, respectively. Altogether,
these results show that swarm colonies have a very struc-
tured zonal architecture and are divided into specific regions
of distinct cell types—not only on the morphological level,
as has been previously reported, but also on the translational
level. Particularly, the results show that fully differentiated
swarmer cells—i.e., they are both morphologically differ-
entiated and have initiated the LafK dependent swarm
expression program—are found in the swarm flares of the
periphery of the swarm colony, while cells in the center of
the colony are distinctly different and do not have the
swarm program activated. Thus, mature swarm colonies
have a specific architecture and are comprised of regions of
distinct cell types in different morphological and proteomic
states.

Stage-wise architectural development of swarm
colonies

To further understand how swarm colonies develop, we
followed the progression of swarm colonies over time.
Particularly, we took advantage of our double labeling
strain that encodes sfGFP and mCherry expression from
promoters that are specifically active in the center and
periphery of fully developed swarm colonies, respectively.
In addition, in order to map the architectural development,
swarm colony expansion was tracked using stereomicro-
scopy. Based on our analysis, we could define four stages,
stage I–IV, of swarm colony development, which ultimately
results in a fully matured swarm colony with a defined
architecture that is comprised of regions of specific cell
types (Fig. 6a): stage I, colony growth; stage II, differ-
entiation initiation and swarm-flare formation; stage III,
swarm-front expansion; and stage IV, swarm colony
maturation and final architecture formation. Stage I was
defined by a smooth colony periphery and the absence of
swarm flares (Fig. 6a), all cells displayed a short-cell mor-
phology throughout the colony and independent of their
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position in the center or the periphery of the colony (Fig. 6a,
b). Consistently, almost no cells had initiated the swarm-
specific gene program as only 1.6% were expressing

mCherry from the PlafA promoter and ~90% were dis-
playing sfGFP expression from the Pvp1343 promoter
(Fig. 6a, d). Stage II was defined by differentiation initiation
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and swarm-flare formation (Fig. 6a). In the swarm flares,
cells displayed an elongated-cell morphology (average of
6.5 µm in cell length) and a bigger variance in their cell
sizes compared with the cells in the center of the colony that
displayed an average of 3.3 µm in cell length and a small
variance (Fig. 6a–c). Importantly, swarmer cell differentia-
tion was initiated throughout the colony, with ~50% of cells
expressing mCherry in the center of the colony and ~90% of
cells expressing mCherry in the developing swarm flares.
sfGFP expression from the Pvp1343 promoter was detected
in ~85% of cells in the center and in only ~40% of cells
from the periphery of the colony (Fig. 6a, d). Stage III
consisted of swarm-front expansion (Fig. 6a). Interestingly,
cell sizes were more segregated at this stage, with cells from
the center displaying a decrease in average cell length (2.1
µm) and cells from the swarm flares displaying an increase
in average cell length (8.2 µm), when comparing to the
previous stage II. In addition, cells in the swarm flares
displayed a significantly bigger variance in their cell sizes
when compared with cells from the center and cells from the
periphery in stage II colonies (Fig. 6c). Swarmer cell dif-
ferentiation was present throughout the colony, with ~95%
of cells expressing mCherry in both center and periphery
regions of the colony. sfGFP expression from the Pvp1343
promoter was detected in ~100% of cells in the center and
~90% of cells in the expanding flares in the periphery of the
colony (Fig. 6a, d). Stage IV was characterized by swarm
colony maturation and final architecture formation (Fig. 6a),
where cells from the center displayed the shortest cell length
average of all stages (1.6 µm). Cells from the flares

maintained their elongated-cell morphology with an average
of 6.5 µm in cell length and a significantly higher variance
in cell length when compared with cells in the center
(Fig. 6a–c). Importantly, at this last stage there was a dis-
tinct difference in expression profiles between cells from the
center and the periphery, with only ~20% of cells expres-
sing mCherry in the center of the colony and ~90%
expressing mCherry in the swarm flares in the periphery of
the colony. Although the percentage of cells expressing
sfGFP from the Pvp1343 promoter was similar between
cells in the center (~60%) and in the periphery (~55%), the
intensity of the sfGFP signal was significantly stronger in
the cells from the center when compared with cells in the
periphery (Fig. S2). Only 0.6% of cells from the periphery,
compared with 22% of cells from the center, emitted a
fluorescence intensity higher than 75 A.U (Fig. S2). Thus,
these results show that during its development a swarm
colony encompasses distinct regions of cells that display
fluctuations in their expression profile, ultimately resulting
in a final mature stage (stage IV) where the colony consists
of two distinct regions with a clear difference between
expression profiles and cellular morphology.

In addition, we performed proteomics on cells in the
center of the swarm colony in the four stages of swarm
colony development. From the 2885 identified proteins, the
number of differentially altered proteins increased with the
progression of the colony development. Particularly, 319
proteins were differentially expressed when comparing
stage II with stage I (Cii vs. Ci), but this number rose to
1321 and 1418 in stages III and IV, respectively, in com-
parison with stage I (Ciii vs. Ci and Civ vs. Ci). Moreover,
81 proteins were upregulated and 74 proteins were down-
regulated in cells from the center of the colony during
stages II, III, and IV when compared with stage I (Table
S6). Interestingly, many of the proteins whose expression
continuously increased during development were proteins
of the T6SS1 (Fig. 6e). As V. parahaemolyticus
T6SS1 confers virulence against other Gram-negative bac-
teria [28], our results suggest that cells under swarm
induction conditions seem to be activated for an anti-
bacterial program mechanism.

V. parahaemolyticus colonies act as recurrent
sources of swarmer cells during fluctuations
in the external environment

Next we asked what the consequence is on swarm colony
development and architecture, if the colony fluctuates
between distinct environments that either stimulate or sup-
press swarming behavior. To this end, swarming was first
induced and after reaching stage IV of development, the
colony was transferred to non-swarming conditions and
imaged by stereo and confocal fluorescence microscopy 5 h

Fig. 6 Stage-wise architectural development of swarm colonies.
a Stereomicroscopy imaging of swarm colony architecture during the
four stages (I–IV) of swarm colony development. In addition, cells
were collected from the center and periphery of swarm colonies and
analyzed by DIC and fluorescence microscopy in order to evaluate
cellular morphology and expression from the promoters Pvp1343
(sfGFP) and PlafA (mCherry), respectively. Scale bar—5 µm. b Graph
showing the cell length distribution of planktonic cells and cells from
the center and periphery of swarm colonies during the four stages of
swarm colony development. Black bars indicate the mean value.
P value was calculated using Student’s t test. c Bar graph showing the
variance in cell length of cells from indicated environments.
d Quantification of % of cells expressing mCherry and sfGFP proteins
from indicated environments. Wild-type non-labeled cells from center,
periphery, and liquid were imaged with the same exposure time and
laser power as the CF36 strain to obtain values for auto fluorescence.
The 95 percentile of the auto fluorescence intensity was calculated and
this value was then subtracted from the fluorescence intensities of
CF36 cells. As planktonic cells do not possess lateral flagella, the 95
percentile of the mCherry intensity from planktonic cells was calcu-
lated and this value was also subtracted from the fluorescence inten-
sities of CF36 cells. e Clustering map depicting changes in protein
intensities in three sets of comparison of proteins of T6SS1 and
T6SS2. All proteins from T6SS1 start with VP# and all proteins
from T6SS2 start with VPA#. Comparison of periphery vs. liquid
(P vs. L); periphery vs. center (P vs. C)
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and 23 h post transfer. Subsequently, the colony was then
transferred back to swarm-inducing environments and
imaged after 24 h. The experiments showed significant
changes in colony architecture and in its composition of cell
types as a consequence of the environmental changes
(Fig. 7a–d). Following transfer to non-swarming conditions
there was a clear cessation to swarming expansion and an
increase in cell density within swarm flares produced during
the initial swarm colony expansion (Fig. 7a). Furthermore,

cells from flares experienced a change in their morphology
from being highly elongated during the initial swarming and
showing high expression from the PlafA promoter, to a
short-cell type similar in length to that of cells from the
center of swarm colonies (Fig. 7b, c) and did no longer
express from the PlafA promoter (Fig. 7b, d). When the
colony once again was transferred to swarm stimulating
conditions new swarm flares formed and spread from the
periphery of the colony (Fig. 7a) and cells from flares
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Fig. 7 V. parahaemolyticus colonies act as recurrent sources of
swarmer cells during fluctuations in the external environment. Ste-
reomicroscopy imaging of swarm colony architecture (a) and DIC and
fluorescence microscopy (b) in order to evaluate cellular morphology
and expression from the swarm-specific promoter PlafA (mCherry).
Scale bar—5 µm. c Graph showing the fluorescence intensity (A.U)
distribution of cells from the periphery of colonies imaged in b. d
Graph showing the cell length distribution of cells from the periphery

of colonies imaged in a and b. Stereomicroscopy imaging of swarm
colony architecture (e) and DIC and fluorescence microscopy (f) in
order to evaluate cellular morphology and expression from the swarm-
specific promoter PlafA (mCherry). g Cell length distribution of cells
from the periphery of colonies imaged in e and f. h Graph showing the
fluorescence intensity (A.U) distribution of cells from the periphery of
colonies imaged in f. In c, d, g, and h black bars indicate the mean
value, and P value was calculated using Student’s t -test
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showed full morphological swarmer differentiation (Fig. 7b,
c) and had initiated the swarm program (Fig. 7b, d). Inter-
estingly, a similar fluctuation between differentiation/ded-
ifferentiation and corresponding swarm expansion/
swarming cessation occurred when swarm colonies were
subjected to flooding, and subsequent drying and transfer to
swarm stimulating conditions (Fig. 7e–h). Importantly,
subsequent to flooding multiple satellite colonies formed at
various distances from the mother colony. When transferred
to swarm-inducing conditions cells from all of these satellite
colonies induced the swarm program and differentiated into
swarmer cells, resulting in swarming expansion of the col-
ony (Fig. 7e–h). Altogether, these results show that
V. parahaemolyticus colonies act as recurrent sources of
swarmer cells during fluctuations in the external environ-
ment and that the colony itself undergoes significant
architectural changes with specific differentiation and ded-
ifferentiation events within the colony flares.

Discussion

Here we show that V. parahaemolyticus swarm colonies
undergo a specific stage-wise development that ultimately
results in a highly structured architecture with regions of
distinct cells that are organized into zones of different dif-
ferentiation states. Importantly, we show that cells are
continuously released from flooded swarm colonies into the
liquid environments and thus indicating that swarm colonies
function as a continuous source of cells that can be released
into the environment upon colony flooding. Surprisingly,
our results indicate that long swarmer cells are not released
into the liquid environment but stay surface attached during
flooding. Instead, released cells comprise a distinct cell type
that is morphologically optimized for swimming behavior.
Particularly, this distinct cell type is highly swimming
proficient and allows for spreading of V. parahaemolyticus
in the liquid environment and ultimately surface reattach-
ment to new solid surfaces—such as chitin, thus facilitating
the dissemination of V. parahaemolyticus in the environ-
ment—we define cells belonging to this group as a popu-
lation of “adventurer” cells.

Our results indicate that formation of specific cell types
within the swarm colony allows for swarming across sur-
faces while maintaining a subpopulation of adventurer cells
that are ready to be released into liquid environments and
immediately capable of exploring new surroundings. This
result is in agreement with the finding that chemotaxis
arrays always are positioned bipolarly in cells from swarm
colonies [26]. This will in turn ensure that each daughter
cell inherits an array upon cell division and thus that
adventurer cells will be able to respond immediately to
changes in their external milieu when released from the

swarm colony into their liquid surroundings. Consistent
with this, we show that released adventurer cells are che-
motaxis proficient and show a positive chemotactic
response toward the chitin component GlcNAc. Further-
more, we show that released cells are capable of reattaching
to new surfaces such as chitin and spawn new colonies that
depending on their environment also will result in the for-
mation of swarm colonies and fast expansion of the colony
over solid surfaces. V. parahaemolyticus is found free
swimming, attached to underwater surfaces or associated
with various species of shellfish and zooplankton [1]. This
zooplankton may operate as a vehicle for dispersal of
V. parahaemolyticus populations in the open sea, drifting
along with the ocean currents, connecting distant regions
and habitats, and thereby producing impacts on bacterial
community demography and epidemiology. As our results
show that released adventurer cells are highly swimming
proficient, able to chemotaxis toward chitin compounds and
ultimately attach to chitin surfaces, we speculate that the
formation and release of adventurer cells from surface
attached swarm colonies might also contribute to the spread
of V. parahaemolyticus cells amongst shellfish and zoo-
plankton and consequently further the dissemination of
V. parahaemolyticus in the environment via this route.
Indeed, studies of oysters growing in the intertidal zone
found that the concentration of total and potentially patho-
genic (tdh and/or trh positive) V. parahaemolyticus cells
increased when oysters were exposed on the sunny mudflats
by a receding tide, then decreased when the tidal waters
covered the shellfish [21]. Another study revealed that
V. parahaemolyticus is 4–8 times higher concentrated at
maximum intertidal exposure than at the beginning [22].
After reimmersion for one tidal cycle, it was shown that
Vibrio levels returned to background levels [21]. The
decrease of attached bacteria once the tide comes up sug-
gests that the cells attached to the oysters are released into
the liquid milieu when the tide comes in and the surface
attached cells are flooded—a behavior that is consistent
with the results we present in this report, where specific
cells are released from swarm colonies upon swarm colony
flooding. Particularly, here we show that cells attached to
surfaces in swarm colonies act as reservoirs for the release
of swimming proficient cells into liquid environments.
Based on our results, we speculate that release of adventurer
cells from surface attached swarm colonies in estuarine
areas could facilitate the dissemination of V. para-
haemolyticus when fluctuations of flooding and non-
flooding occurs on surfaces, as a result of the tidal
rhythm. In support of this, we show that swarm colonies
undergo distinct changes in their architecture during such
environmental fluctuations. Particularly, we have char-
acterized the architecture of V. parahaemolyticus swarm
colonies over time and shown that development and
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differentiation on the colony level is divided into four
specific stages—stage I–IV: (I) colony growth, (II) differ-
entiation initiation and swarm-flare formation, (III) swarm-
front expansion, and (IV) swarm colony maturation and
final architecture formation. We further show that when V.
parahaemolyticus swarm colonies experience fluctuations
in the external environment—i.e., fluctuations between
swarming and swarm-suppressing conditions or colony
flooding—the colony undergoes significant changes in its
architecture with specific differentiation and dedifferentia-
tion events within the colony flares. Particularly, when a
switch from swarming to non-swarming conditions occurs,
cells in swarm flares terminate the gene-expression program
required for swarming behavior and undergoes morpholo-
gical dedifferentiation. Once conditions again are swarming
favorable, the swarm program is once again initiated at the
colony periphery and cells undergo morphological differ-
entiation and form new swarm flares that spread across the
solid surface. Interestingly, our results also show that once
swarm colonies are flooded, cells released from swarm
colonies are able to spread and spawn new daughter colo-
nies that, when the conditions are favorable, are able to
initiate swarmer differentiation—hereby facilitating the
colonization and distribution of V. parahaemolyticus over
new surfaces. Thus, our results indicate that V. para-
haemolyticus colonies act as recurrent sources of swarmer
cells during fluctuations in the external environment.

The precise origin of the released cells from within the
swarm colony remains an open question. However, our
proteomics data show that released cells are more similar to
cells from the center of the swarm colony than those found
in the periphery (Fig. 3b, c) thus suggesting that released
cells most likely originate from the center of the colony.
Further studies are required to determine the origin and
position of released cells (adventurer cells) within the
swarm colony.

There are several examples of bacterial species that
release cells from submerged biofilms into the surroundings
and this is dependent on specific trigger signals [29–33].
One remaining question is what factors signal the release of
adventurer cells from the swarm colony into the surround-
ings. According to our proteomic results, proteins related to
oxidative stress are specifically upregulated in released
cells. This suggests that bacteria residing at various regions
of the swarm colony might experience different levels of
oxidative tensions, which will induce the production of
proteins that can restore cell redox homeostasis. The fact
that these proteins were upregulated specifically in the
released cells suggests that reactive oxygen species might
be one of the signals involved in dispersal of cells from the
swarm colony of V. parahaemolyticus.

The T6SS1 is recognized as an important virulence and
inter-bacterial competition mechanism in several Gram-

negative species [34–37]. V. parahaemolyticus T6SS1 is
active under marine like conditions and it confers anti-
bacterial virulence against other Gram-negative bacteria,
including the human pathogen Vibrio cholerae [28]. In our
study, levels of T6SS1 proteins were continuously
increasing in the cells from the center during swarm colony
development (Table S6). Our data suggest that the
V. parahaemolyticus T6SS1 machinery is induced during
swarming conditions, which could enable this bacterium to
succeed in invading the solid territory by killing other
colonizing bacteria. This hypothesis is further supported by
the fact that once attached to chitin surfaces, the V. cholera
T6SS1 is activated (alongside with a natural competence
mechanism) and is used as an antibacterial weapon [38].
Interestingly, as the proteome of released cells is also
enriched in T6SS1 proteins, when compared with plank-
tonic cells, released cells seem to be prepared to compete
with other colonizers once they reach and attach to the next
surface location. A parallel comparison can be made with
Streptococcus pneumoniae biofilm dispersed cells that show
a pattern of virulence gene expression that will help them in
their next environmental context—the host—allowing them
to invade and kill human respiratory epithelial cells more
effectively and to induce high pro-inflammatory cytokine
responses [39].

Furthermore, the findings in this study can aid the
understanding of V. parahaemolyticus dissemination and
density on seafood, which could be of potential help in the
management of V. parahaemolyticus. V. parahaemolyticus
has been known to cause significant problems in the
aquaculture industry with early mortality syndrome (EMS)
of shrimps—an important shrimp disease in Southeast Asia
[40]. In this study, we have shown that swarm colonies are
an important source for release of specific adventurer cells,
which are able to spread in their liquid environment and to
attach to chitin surfaces, which is one of the primary
components of the exoskeletons of crustaceans. Thus, the
formation of swarm colonies might have a relevant impact
in the aquaculture industry regarding the EMS of shrimps.
Furthermore, as we show that T6SS1 is upregulated in
released cells, this system could be potentially used as a
marker for identification of V. parahaemolyticus. Further-
more, a better understanding of the importance of T6SS1
could further aid the management of Vibrios.

The fact that many bacterial species display swarming
motility in the laboratory and thus possess mechanisms to
override surface obstructions indicates that swarming
behavior must be an important means of invading and
colonizing more surface area in their natural habitats
[41–45]. Vibrio alginolyticus, a close relative to V. para-
haemolyticus, can also differentiate into elongated swarmer
cells with multiple lateral flagella once it encounters solid
surfaces [18]. These two species are among the most
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frequently encountered marine bacteria [46]. V. alginolyti-
cus is an opportunistic pathogen causing ear infection and
intestinal disease in humans and high-mortality vibriosis in
marine animals [47, 48]. Here we describe how swarm
colonies facilitate the dissemination of V. parahaemolyticus
in the environment and its reattachment to new surfaces. We
argue that swarm colonies from other pathogenic bacteria
living in estuarine areas, such as V. alginolyticus, might also
utilize a similar spreading mechanism like V. para-
haemolyticus based on the release of distinct swimming
proficient cells from swarm colonies—facilitating its dis-
semination and prevalence in the environment. Particularly,
in fluctuating environments, where surfaces upon which the
swarm colony is attached, experience periodic flooding.

Thus, we speculate that the work presented here could
represent a general mechanism that is utilized by other
swarming proficient bacteria to allow for the release of
swimming proficient cells from swarm colonies and the
consequential dissemination of the bacterium in the liquid
environment, whilst permitting rapid surface colonization
(swarming).
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